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Understanding Grief:
Education for Caregivers

Presented by Military & Family Life Counselors
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Objectives

» Defining emotional reactions

» Model of grief

» The four tasks of grief

» How we experience grief

» Responding to someone who is grieving

» Characteristic response by age groups

» How to help

» Care Givers
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Emotional Reactions

» Any event that has the potential for overwhelming a 
person’s normal coping ability

» Remember, the emotional significance of any incident is 
unique for each individual

» A negative stress response to a loss is a normal reaction 
to an abnormal situation

» Grief is the reaction people have to any loss in their lives
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Kubler-Ross Model of Grief

» Denial

» Anger

» Bargaining

» Depression

» Acceptance

This can reflect anticipation of death or the response to 
the death of a loved one
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Understanding Grief

Four Tasks of Grief

1. Accept the reality of the death

2. Experience the pain of grief

3. Adjust to the environment in which the deceased 
is missing

4. Form a new identity and reinvest energy without 
forgetting the past
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How We Experience Grief

» Physical: Pain, Breathing, Dizziness, Sleep

» Emotional: Shock, Crying, Anger, Fear, Envy

» Psychological: Guilt, Bargaining, Memory

» Social: Loneliness, Isolation, Relationships

» Spiritual: Loss of Faith, Questioning, New Faith 
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Realize

» Trauma can shatter the way one looks at the world

» Life has just changed forever  

» There may be a need to retake control of one’s life

» Everyone experiences grief in their own way

» Be respectful of the family’s religious beliefs and 
customs

» Withhold judgment or expectations

» Bereavement is very individualized 
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What to Say

» “I’m very sorry.”

» “You have our support.  Call on us.”

» “This is a great loss to the organization/nation.”

» “____ will be greatly missed.”

Offer choices and listen to requests.

Remember – Honor the dead by focusing on the life and 
the service.

DIGNITY FIRST, COMPASSION ALWAYS
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The Dreaded Clichés

What not to say –

» I know exactly how you feel 

» It’s God’s will 

» He is in a better place 

» At least they didn’t suffer -- or -- At least they’re out 
of their misery
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The Dreaded Clichés continued

» At least you have other children 

» At least you’re young

» It could have been worse 

» God doesn’t give us more than we can handle
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Words to Avoid

» Bereaved adults are experiencing grief, they are not 
mentally ill.  Be careful with suggestions for 
medication and counseling.

» Acceptance -- this feels unacceptable to the 
bereaved

» Goodbye – they live forever in our hearts

» Closure – you never “close” them out of your life or 
forget the life and the love
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Characteristics of Age Groups

Infants – 2 year-olds

» Cognitive:  

– No understanding of death

– Will sense a loss

– Will miss contact, sounds, smell, sight of loved one

» Emotional: 

– Will pick up on the grief of a parent or caregiver

– May experience longing, anxiety, fears of being 
abandoned
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Infant – Two Year Olds continued

» Physical: 
– May be ill more frequently 

– Possible changes in sleep and/or eating patterns

– May regress regarding toilet training

» Behavioral:  
– May have more frequent crying spells

– May display thrashing, rocking, throwing, biting behaviors

» Needs: 
– Lots of physical contact - cuddling, hugs and kisses

– Reassurance that they are cared for and safe

– Routines maintained

– Gentleness and patience
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Characteristics of Age Groups

Young Children 3 – 5 years old

» Cognitive: 

– No understanding of time or permanence of death

– Picks up on nonverbal communication

» Emotional:  

– Family is the center of the child’s world

– May experience fear, sadness, insecurity, confusion, anger

– May be more irritable, agitated, worried

– May experience guilt that they somehow caused the death

– May fear death is something contagious

– May worry the other parent will die or abandon them
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3-5 Year Old Children continued

» Behavioral:
– Regression – toilet training, clinging more
– Physical complaints
– Withdrawal
– Temper tantrums
– Plays out scenes of death, interested in dead things
– Intense dreams, crying, fighting

» Needs:  
– Encourage play
– Allow regression, 
– Allow safe expression of feelings and crying
– Maintain routines
– Give simple truthful answers to questions
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Characteristics of Age Groups

Children 6 – 9 years old
» Cognitive:  

– Understands death is final
• Interested in biology of death
• Thinks about milestones without deceased

» Emotional:  
– Sadness
– Anger and irritability
– Loneliness and withdrawal
– Worries
– Confusion
– Guilt they somehow caused the death
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6 – 9 Year Old Children cont….

» Behavioral:
– Regression
– Hides feelings
– Concentration difficulties
– Need to protect loved ones
– Nightmares
– Acts as if death never happened

» Needs:
– Allow regression
– Answer questions truthfully
– Allow expression of feelings verbally
– Encourage physical outlets such as sports, dance, play
– Find peer support programs
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Characteristics of Age Groups

Children 9 – 12 years old
» Cognitive:  

– May see death as punishment for poor behavior
– Denial
– High death awareness
– Interested in spiritual aspects of death

» Emotional:  
– Shock
– Confusion
– Vulnerability
– Abandonment
– Guilt
– Worries about death of caregiver
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9 – 12 Year Old Children cont…

» Behavioral:  
– Regression

– Mood fluctuations

– Aggressive acting out

– Withdrawal 

– Nightmares

– Concentration difficulties

– Changes in grades

– Talks about physical aspects of death

» Needs:  
– Encourage expression through writing, music, sports

– Seek peer support programs

– Accept mood swings 

– Allow regression

– Give choices about involvement in mourning rituals
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Characteristics of Age Groups

Teenagers:
» Cognitive:  

– Understands universality of death
– Questions meaning of life if it ends in death
– Internal conflicts 

» Emotional:  
– Self-conscious with peers – feels different from them
– Isolation
– Anger, fear and worry
– Confusion
– Guilt
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Teenagers continued

» Behavioral:  
– Denial
– Acts out role confusion
– High risk behaviors
– Fighting, arguing
– Eating patterns may change
– Mood swings
– Withdrawal, may peer group

» Needs:  
– Listen and talk
– Seek peer support groups
– Allow choices regarding mourning rituals
– Encourage expression
– Allow hidden feelings and accept mood swings
– Watch for high risk behaviors
– Answer questions truthfully
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Use Your Experience

» What did you want / need?

» What was helpful / not helpful?

» What would you want?

» What would you avoid?
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Keys to Success

» Avoid telling your story 

» Try not to preach

» It’s best not to judge

» Know your own limits

» Know when to seek help

» Be a good listener – know that it is okay to be quiet

» Be respectful
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When to Seek Help

» When the family member has needs that go beyond 
your expertise

» If they become emotionally distraught and cannot be 
consoled

» If the stress negatively starts to affect the household

» If there is a threat of suicide
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Caregiver Stress

Signs include: 
» Sadness
» Headaches and/or stomach aches
» Sleeping difficulties
» More easily upset
» Tearful and/or get angry more
» Often catches colds
» Feel you cannot cope anymore
» Cannot concentrate
» Eat, smoke, and/or drink more  than usual

Signs of stress differ depending on the person.
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Caregiver Self-Care

» Seek additional support from the Chaplain, MFLC or 
other resources

» Eat a well balanced diet 

» Get enough sleep and rest

» Exercise
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Summary

» Grief is the reaction people have to any loss in their 
lives.

» Grief is experienced physically, emotionally, socially, 
psychologically and spiritually

» When talking with children, use age appropriate 
language and be sensitive to where they are 
developmentally

» Learn to recognize the signs of caregiver stress

» Practice self-care
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Summary
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Questions
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Resources

» Military Community Services

» Chaplain and Local Clergy

» Military OneSource  (800) 342-9647

» TRICARE   www.tricare.osd.mil

» Behavioral Health Services


